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Mission Superpower:
Containers
Overview

Benefits

In today’s competitive technology landscape,
there is a greater focus than ever before on
scaling applications quickly and securely while
being mindful of resource utilization and cost
optimization. Containers, which provide a
standard way to package your application’s
code, configurations, and dependencies in a
single object, can be crucial in contributing to
the success of your cloud environment.
Mission, an AWS Managed Service Provider and
AWS Partner Network (APN) Consulting Partner,
has deep experience helping customers transform
their applications with containerization technology.
Leveraging Docker, Kubernetes, and AWS’s own
ECS service, Mission’s proven, experienced team
drives containerization from start to finish.
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With our Solutions Architect On Demand (SAOD)
program, you have one full hour to discuss
anything and everything about containers. From
Docker, to Kubernetes, to using EKS, we’ll clarify
any questions you have to help get you on the
right track.
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customer demand.

“For our production pipeline using Docker on AWS,
we needed the capability to use Amazon ECS and
scale by standing up EC2 machines when traffic is
high, and then destroy them when low. Mission
provided the expertise we sought, setting up that
ability to scale as well as create deployment
pipelines within our specifications.”
-- Charley Price | Co-founder and Creative Director,
Hidden Variable Studios
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To schedule your free 60 minutes with a Solutions
Architect: 855-MISSION (855-647-7466)
sales@missioncloud.com | www.missioncloud.com/saod

About Mission
We are an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Consulting Partner
and AWS Managed Service Provider (MSP) with deep know-how in
launching and leveraging the power of the cloud. We believe that cloud
technology is the greatest business transformation tool, and our
mission is to help you harness that power to transform your business
and to make your company’s mission a reality.

